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INTRODUCTION
Readers who do not appreciate Ideas in works of art,
^ecially when these are for the most part explicitly expressed,
will most probably be disappointed after a visit to Shaw's
spacious gallery of drama. For Shaw, indeed, has built his
fame on writing "problem" or "idea" plays. Each one of his
pieces is centered around a main problem. In one of them he
discusses the problem of poverty, showing it to be the cause of
every social evil7 in another he explains from his point of view
the relations between the sexes; in a third one romantic drama
is exposed as a worthless genre because it diverts people's
attention from their real problems; in a fourth one romantic war
heroism is ridiculed, and so on.
Shaw makes no apologies for not following the example of the
nineteenth-century unrealistic playwrights, and for dealing in
his plays with contemporary problems. In one of his famous pre-
faces he clearly states what he takes to be his mission as a
playwright:
I am not an ordinary playwright in general practice. I am
a specialist in immoral and heretic plays. My reputation
has been gained by my persisted struggle to force the
public to reconsider its morals. In particular, I regard
much current morality as to economic and sexual relations
as disastrously wrong; and I regard certain doctrines of
the Christian religion as understood in England today with
abhorrence. I write plays with the deliberate object of
converting the nation to my opinions in these matters.
Here, indeed, lies the quintessence of Shaw's philosophy
as playwright. Plays should be didactic, "art for art's sake"
is worthless, lessons should be so clearly stated that no
mistake may be made about them, the theatre is a school in Which
serious education may be acquired. In short, English drama in
Shaw's hands has entered a new phase of its life. Entertainment,
which has always been the main incentive for people to frequent
the theatre, has become a secondary issue in Shaw's theory. The
playwright, as he sees him, should primarily be a teacher, not
only an entertainer. It is only as a teacher that he is worthy
of the title.
But lessons may be taught without necessarily altering man's
previous knowledge; they can add new things to this knowledge.
Shaw's kind of teaching is different. For the most part, he does
not invent new ideas; he only sheds light on the side of old
ones which has for a long time been obscured from the people
s
eyes by thick layers of conventional morality. The light he
sheds on the other side of each problem is often so strong that
it either removes these layers completely, or at least penetrates
them in such a way as to make whet lies under then relatively
clear. Once people are enabled to see this other side, they may
therefore convince themselves that the side which has always
been clear to them is not the brightest one. In such a way only
they may begin gradually to "reconsider" their position regarding
every problem that may interfere in their welfare.
In the following pages we shall try to see how Shaw managed
to do this shedding of light, to investigate some of the problems
he shed light on, and to determine how artistically successful
he was in carrying out this task.
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in Dublin ir. 1856, George Barnard Shew moved twenty
years later to London where he became hack journalist, hook
reviewer, art critic, political pamphleteer, member of many
social societies, and lecturer on social problems. During this
period he also tried his hand at novel-writing. Between 1879 and
1883 he wrote five novels, none of which was published until
years later when the author achieved some success as a
playwright. His novels were "unprintable," to use Shaw's
adjective, "not because they were slimy, but because they lacked
the quality of popularity and were instructive rattier than
divertive. Their satire, sharp and penetrative, was resented.
They aroused antagonism by the author's outspoken "hostility to
2
respectable Victorian thought and society, ' " The importance of
such criticism of Shaw's novels is that it gives us a clue to
understanding the attitude of the public of late ninenteenth-
century England towards life in general and literature in par-
ticul
The wealth that the Industrial Revolution poured into the
hands of the upper and middle classes made them complacent, self-
I
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2Archibald Henderson, George Bernard Shaw; Han of the
Cantur/ (:isv York, 1956), p. 112.
satisfied and optimistic. They believed that they were living in
some kind of Utopia. They viewed the future with the most com-
placent attitude. The middle class, which was to profit from
the new wealth much more than the other two classes, was for the
most part ignorant. Its members Jid not realize that they were
living in a rapidly changing era. We, therefore, find that this
-iss was severely and justly attacked by eminent intellectuals
like Matthew Arnold who called its members philistines, and
entreated by Carlyle to make their peace with the working
sses. But whereas mere like Arnold and Carlyle did not depend
in earning their bread on the direct likes and dislikes of the
public, the playwrights did. They did not, therefore, find it
wise to displease their audiences. Thus, they kept producing
their divert!ve, romantic plays.
This will, perhaps, account, at least partly, for the fact
that between Sheridan and Bernard Shaw none of the playwrights
rose to any striking eminence. After Sheridan, very striking
changes took place in almost every aspect of life. Man's
attitude towards life underwent profound alterations through
the writings of such people as Ben'" and Mill, the geological
discoveries of diaries Lyell, and the scientific theories of
Darwin. Tt was, therefore, unavai' to keep feeding the
public on tic play.-* in such an age of scientific, rational
and philosophical changes. To do so was only to divert the
audience from coming face to face with the realities of the new
life. A new type of drama was needed to keep pace with the new
changes and thus raise it to the eminence which it had lost for
more than a century of stagnation.
The new type made its appearance in the form of a "problem"
play written by a foreign hand. In 1889, Ibsen's A Doll 's House
was produced on the English stage for the first time by Charles
3Charrincton and Janet Achurch. The play proved to be a greet
success? it ran three weeks instead of one week, as planned: and
then the run was cut short only by the prearranged departure of
Charrincton and Miss Achurch with their company on a world tour.
It also created a storm of criticism and controversy among the
critics and audience. Ibsen was praised by a few critics and
condemned by the majority of them. This, in its turn, created an
immense interest in the Norwegian playwright. A year later
(1890) the Fabian Society (which, incidentally, had been founded
by Shaw and others in 1883) invited Shaw to give lectures on
Ibsen. Shaw accepted the invitation because he had seen and
admired the play, had been engaged in a vigorous defense of
Ibsen at the outcry that arose, had published a sequel of it in
the form of a short story, and, more important, he had listened
c lot to William Archer, the translator and admirer of the
Scandinavian dramatist. The lectures were later published under
the title of The Quintessence of Ibsenism , the first English
critical work on Ibsen.
Shaw's interest in Ibsen can be considered as a turning
3
B. Shaw, The Collected Works of Bernard Shaw. Vol. VII (Mew
York, 1930), p. xii. Henceforth Works .
point in his career as a man of letters. Although it did not
initiate his aspiration for playwriting, > it turned his atten-
tion to the drama as an effective means of expression of the
4ideas crowding his mind. Thus, when the Independent Theatre
was about to begin its career, Shaw proposed to its manager,
J. T. Grein, that he "should boldly announce" a play by him.
Then, in his words, he quickly "raked out, from my dustiest pile
of discarded and rejected manuscripts, two acts of a play I had
begun in 1885, shortly after the close of my novel writing
period, in collaboration with my friend William Archer."
These two acts, which had been meant to constitute a part of a
"sympathetic romantic 'well-made play* of the Parisian type then
in vogue, " were thoroughly "distorted . . . into a grotesque
realistic exposure of slum landlordism, municipal jobbery, and
the pecuniary and matrimonial ties between them and the pleasant
people with •independent' income who imagined that such sordid
matters do not touch their own lives." When this first play,
Widowers ' Houses , was staged by Grein in 18S2, it immediately
5
made Shaw "infamous" as a playwright. The attack was mainly
levelled on the complacency of the middle class which fattened
"on the poverty of the slums as flies fattened on filth," a3
Shaw put it. Severe criticism followed immediately. The play
was described as "silly," "despicable," "revolting," "fractious,
"
C. B. Purdom, A Guide to the Plavs of Bernard Shaw ,
(London, 1963), p. 14.
5Works , Vol. VTI, p. xii. Italics are mine.
"sordid," and "in no sense a drama." This is understandable,
for to attack the respectability of the middle class, as Shaw
had done, was to strike at the heart of Victorian England?
and to present o^ the stage an unladylike heroine like Blanche,
was to blow up the foundations of Victorian drama.
Shaw was not discouraged by these attacks. He came to
believe that "only in the problem play is CthereJ any real
drama." He did not mind shocking his audience. On the contrary,
his purpose was, indeed, to cause a "sudden earthquake shock to
the foundation of Cthel morality" of his fellow citizens. As
an apology for entitling his first works unpleasant plays, he
tells us that "no doubt all plays which deal sincerely with
humanity must wound the monstrous conceit which it is the busi-
ness of romance to flatter." He had found the proper literary
means for expressing his ideas, and from Widowers ' Houses of
1892 until Jfliy She Would Not of 1950 he attacked in one play
after another what he believed to be false illusions. The prob-
lems he tackles in his fifty-three pieces are, therefore,
numerous. Out of them I shall deal with what seems to me to be
pertinent to this report, and will begin with poverty and other
social ills.
Quoted from Purdom, p. 14.
7 Preface to Mrs . barren ' s Profession , pp. 19, 5.
Preface to Unpleasant Plays, p. xxv.
6POVERTY AND OTHER SOCIAL ILLS
To show "how he differs from his contemporaries tn seeing
things, Shaw relates to us the following anecdote:
(A specie) list in) ophthalmic surgery . . . tested my eye-
sight one evening, and informed me that it was quite
interesting to him because it was normal. I naturally
took this to mean that that it was like everybody else's;
but he rejectee, thll construction as paradoxical, and
hastened to explain to me that I was an exceptional and
highly fortunate person optically, normal si con-
ferring the power of seeing things accurately, and being
enjoyed by only about ten per cent of the population, the
remaining ninety per cent being abnormal. I immediately
perceived the explanation of my want of success in fiction.
My mind's eye, like my body's, was 'normal': it saw things
differently from other people's eyes, and sa\tf them better. 9
In other words, Shaw believed that he saw things as they
really were, whereas others saw them from behind false illusions
and questionable conventions. He, therefore, considered it his
vocation to remove these illusions so as to enable people to see
things as they really were.
In his first play, Widowers ' Houses , which has already been
touched upon, none of the main characters is aware of th© injus-
tices inflicted upon the poor slum tenants. The landlord,
Sartorius, lias no idea that he is doing thorn injustice when he
refuses to improve the slums in which they live. He is a typical
conplncent middle—class Victorian landlord. His love of money
blinds him to nil other considerations. He fires his rent
collector simply because "this is the third time this year that
you have brought me a bill of over a pound for repairs." He
believes that as long as Tie does not step "outside the letter of
"
.vorks , VII, p. viii.
the lew" he la doing no injustice*. Meanwhile, he lives in a
spacious mansion, has enough money to make tours of the contin-
ent, and spends lavishly on his only daughter. His daughter,
too, is completely unaware that the luxury in which she lives
has been made possible only by snatching the "broad" from the
hands of every "hungry child" that has the misfortune to live in
her father's property, tfhen she discovers the truth, she is
greatly shocked. The fact that her father is one of the "worst
slum landlords in London" makes life disgusting to her, and so
she exclaims, "Oh, if only a girl could have no father, no
family, just as I have no mother I " Dr. Harry Trench, the your
gentleman who falls in love with her while vacationing in Europe,
is equally blind to the fact that his 10,000 pounds are really
invested in the same slum property. Thus, when Sartorius
reveals the truth to him, he is extremely humiliated, the more
so because he has already broken up his engagement to Blanche on
the grounds that her father is living on the miseries of the
poor. Trench now realizes that he, who has aristocratic connec-
tions, is no better than Sartorius, the middle-class upstart.
Both the aristocratic and the middle-class persons are guilty of
the same crime, though they are unaware of this fact.
It is this unawareness of the public in general and the
false pride and presumptuous respectability of the middle class
in particular that Shaw intended to shed light on in widowers '
Houses .
In his next play on social ills, Shaw takes up the problem
10
of prostitution. In Victorian England—as well as in many
dern societies—women who went astray were considered as
deprived toy nature. Thus, they were held responsible for the
vices they committed. No one was to blame except themselves.
Shaw sees the problem in a different light. It is poverty aid
not natural depravity that drives women away from the right path.
"There are people, " he says, "who declare that it is feminine
vice and not poverty that drives women to the streets, as if
vicious women with independent incomes ever went there." To
illustrate his point, Shaw, in Mrs . Warren ' s Profession , con-
ats between two women whose poverty has driven them to join
fMMMM profession, and a young woman whose education,
which, of course, has "been made possible by the absence of
poverty, enables her to become respectable and independent.
When Vivie, who has finished Cambridge, knows that her mother,
s. Warren, is the head of a syndicate that organizes inter-
national hrothela under the names of hotels, ahe, naturally enough,
begins to despise and accuse her. Shaw gives the mother her
chance to defend herself against her daughter's accusations.
"l>o you thinTc, " she replies, "I was brought up like you? able to
pick and choose my own way of life? Do you think I did what I
did because I liked it, or thought it right, or wouldn't rather
\ia^e cone to college and been a lady if I'd had the chanceT"
This is the lesson which Shaw wanted his audience to realize.
When Vivie knows the real circumstances that drove her mother in
this way, she answers as a sensible, educated woman that "if I
>.is
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10Preface to Mrs , varren ' s Profession . pp. 22, 29.
Purdom, p. 209.
12Shaw, Complete Plavs with Prefaces , I, (New York, 1962)
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p. 307.
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empty stornacha ore efforts done in vain. The very existence of
the Salvation Army depends on the contributions of a wine dis-
tiller, Lord Saxraundham, and on the death-manufacturer, Under-
shaft, who is often called the Prince of Darkness. Undershaft's
family, especially his daughter Barbara, who is a major in the
Army, are quite prejudiced against him on "moral" grounds. But
once they see the differences between the decent life of his
laborers and the miserable one of the poor of the Salvation Arm/,
they are converted to his religion which "recognizes in money the
first need and in poverty the vilest sin of man and society."
At la3t the eyes of the family are opened to the illusive slogans
of "poor but honest," "the respectable poor 1* and the like. "In
the millionaire Undershaft, " the author declares,
I have represented a man who has become intellectually and
spiritually as well as practically conscious of the irre-
sistible natural truth which we all abhor and repudiate:
to wit, that the greatest of our evils, and worst of our
crimes is poverty, and that our first duty, is not to be
poor.*-*
The illusion of the "blessedness" of poverty is attacked in
many other plays of Shaw. In Pygmalion , for instance, (though
the main theme is phonetics and love) Eliza's filth and vulgarity
are caused by nothing but poverty. When she is given the chance,
she passes as a duchess in an ambassador's party. The same
curse has made her father utterly immoral and even unhuman.
Hasn't he sold his daughter for a few pounds? Hasn't he lived
out of wedlock with one woman after another, including Sliea's
13Complete Plays , pp. 312-313? 305-307.
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mother? It is not until Shaw has made him rich that Doolittle
begins to feel that he is a human being, end even a moral one.
The last time we see him is shortly before he goes to the church
to legalise the relationships between himself and the woman
with whom he has for a long time been living an illegal life.
Richness has also made him quite a respectable lecturer on
social problems. In Eli«a and Doolittle, Shaw again shows us
that morality and respectability have no place in the code of
the poor. Let societies take care of their poor classes before
accusing them of being immoral, vulgar or unhuman. This is
thaw's iftMNBj |a the pl?.ys i I vhich he tackles pOWWrty*
Another type of social "evil" is exposed in The Doctor '
s
PJJjfjBjJd* Here, indeed, the attack on doctors is unduly harsh.
But as "the public is full of illusions about doctors," and
as Shaw has none, he found it justifiable to poke biting satire
at the profession as a whole. In the preface he sarcastically
says that "I hear the voices . . . muttering old phrases about
the high character of a noble profession and the honorable con-
science of its members. I must reply that the medical profession
has not a high character: it has an infamous character." Most
of its members have "no honor and no conscience? " they are not
scientists, they practice the abominations of "vaccination" and
15
"vivisection" end exhibit man's "specific lust for cruelty."
These are very grave and, perhaps, unjust wholesale accusations.
14Henderson, p. 609.
15Works , XXI, rp. 4, 30-31.
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-, aa usual, the severity is tempered by the famous Shavian
conical spirit. The play ** made tolerable even to doctors 1 /
the fact that it is written in the usual co^ic vein. Shaw
picked up the idea o£ the play when he visited e London hospital.
An assistant came to say that a tuberculous patient wanted to
be added to the list of those whom a certain doctor had been
treating. The prompt question of the doctor was MIs he worth
it" Tliis was the direct impetus that made Shaw write his
Wbm villain here is not 0M as is the case in the plays
we have already touched uponr it is en individual. Dr. Colenso
Ridgeon. Trie other five doctors in the play, though not as
villainous a® lidgeon, are quite hard-hearted . Dr. Ridgeon
spmnda a ver, time receiving those who have come to con-
gratulate Mi, .« has recently "been knighted. 3ut he, •%
the same time, rofuses to admit a woman who has come to consult
him about her consumptive husband. He finally allows her to come
in, intending to get rid of her as soon as possible. But no
sooner has he seen her beauty than lie falls in love with her and
intends to kill her husband, which scheme he carries out. A few
months later he confesses his crime saying, MI did it because
I was in love with you." But it is too late nov. The young
woman, Jennifer Pubedat, has already carried out her late hus-
band's wish and got married. And Sir Colenso realizes that he
has 'teommitted a purely disinterested crime."
""Henderson, p. 607.
15
Shaw has gone to some trouble to deny that the play Is an
attack on doctors as such, oven issuing a flysheot with the
theatre program to the New York audience for that purpose. But
such a defense is not quite convincing. Five out of the six
doctors presented to us are depicted as villains in one way or
another. Shaw, in fact, was determined £0. ooon tfoe eves of the
public to the appalling danger of leaving the control of the
profession ... to bodies like the British General Medical
Council, • a trade union of the very worst type,' on which the
17public was entirely unrepresented." His remedy for the prob-
lem is a public medical service in which doctors are paid to
keep people in good health. Forty years later, Shaw's remedy,
in theory at least, was carried out in the National Health
service. 18
17
' Henderson, p. 609. Italics are mine.
18Purdom, p. 216.
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Y HE . ,
So far wo have dealt with some of the social evils from
whose illusions Shaw attempted to free his audi once. An attempt
will now be made to show how the playwright tore down the veils
of illusion from the front of domestic relationships and presented
the naked picture as he conceived of it.
To begin with parent-children relationships. Children were
expected to be quite obedient to their parents, however unjust,
cruel and old-fashioned the parents might have been. Parents
did not realise that their children existed in a generation
different from that of their own childhood and that what had
been good for them as children would not necessarily be good for
their offspring Parents were often ignorant as to the right
way of dealing with their children, and often cruel toe. Shaw
tells us that Sir Salter Scott's father, for instance, "When his
son incautiously expressed some relish, for his porridge, dashed
a handful of salt into it with an instinctive sens© that it was
3 duty aB a father to prevent hie son enjoying himself."
Another example is given by Shaw to demonstrate that parents'
conception of duty was false. uskin's mother," he tells us,
"gratified the sensual side of her matrimonial passion, not by
auddling her son, but by whipping him when he fell downstairs or
was slack in learning the Bible off by heart."
As usual, what Shaw states in his prefaces, he "dramatises"
in the plays. One feels that there is at least one character in
esc t BfTvem as a mouthpiece of the dramatist, tfhsa
17
Mrs. barren asks her daughter, Vivie, "to do your duty as a
daughter, the enlightened and educated "new" daughter exclaims
vehemently, "My duty as a daughter 1 . . . Now once for all,
mother, you want a daughter and Frank wants a wife. I don't
want a mother; and I don't want a husband." There is an echo
of Ibsenism here. Shaw wants children to be treated as if they
were really grown-up individuals. Their only duty is for them-
selves, not for their parents. Even giving them pieces of
advice is objectionable. Shaw says indignantly that when "I hear
some well-meaning person exhort young people to make it a rule to
do at least one kind action everyday, I feel very much as
I should if I heard them persuade children to get drunk at least
19
once every day." " In a long dialogue between Ann and Tanner,
alias Shaw himself, in Man and Superman , the relationships
between children and parents is given in great details. It runs
as follows:
Ann : I love my mother, Jack.
Tanner : ... Is that any reason why you are not to call
your soul your own? Oh, I protest against this vile
abjection of youth to agei Look at fashionable society as
you know it. Whet does it pretend to be? An exquisite
dance of nymphs. What is it? A horrible procession of
witched girls, each in the claws of a cynical, cunning,
avaricious, disillusioned, ignorantly experienced, foul-
minded old woman whom she calls mother, and whose duty
it is to corrupt her mind and sell her to the highest
bidder. • . I tell you, the first duty of manhood and
womanhood is a Declaration of Independence: the man
who pleads hi 5 father's authority is no man: the women
who pleads her mother's authority is unfit to bear
citizens to a free people.
* Works . Vol. XII, preface to Gettinc Married, pp. 197-198.
II
Then he persuades her to "break your chains and go your way
according to your own conscience and not according to your
mother ' s .
"
In his method of "discussion" Shaw leaves almost nothing
to his audience to infer. As he states his ideas in the pre-
faces, so does he make his characters echo them, and in many
cases they do little more. But of this later. What I want to
point out here, however, is that such a speech of Tanner needs
no comment, it speaks for itself. Another dialogue of the kind,
though with a little more dramatization, takes place in You
'Tever Can Tell. Here we have the old-fashioned father, Crampton,
who has separated from his wife for eighteen years because of
her "new" ideas about child-upbringing, speaking to his daughter,
Gloria:
Crampton ; Do you know what is due to me as your father?
Gloria : For instance—-?
Crampton s (rising as jj? to combat a monster ) For instance!
For instance! I For instance, duty, affection, respect,
obedience-
Gloria : (quitting her careless leaninc attitude and con-
front in ~ him promptly and proudly ) I obey nothing but my
ssnse of what is right. I respect nothing that is not
noble. That is my duty . . . As to affection, it is not
within my control. I am not sure that I quite know what
affection means. (She. turns away w|J^h an evident £is-
t.-'.st^ r or t 1. -'!: inrt of the ptf :<?ct . . . )
Crampton, thunderstruck by such a lecture which he takes to be
a demonstration of abject filial ingratitude and disobedience,
asks her if she "really means that." The "new" daughter replies:
Excuse me: that is an uncivil question. I am speaking
seriously to you? and I expect you to take me seriously
19
. . . C ot discuss thia matter coolly and rationale
Gloria does not tolerate even her mother's interference in
her own affairs, although the mother is not a conventional oner
she is, in fact, an enthusiastic champion in the "New Mtaesn"
Bwvement.
GlSri&t (Cpnf-ronU-iK IK W&aSL VJVn 9SS2 nPW&l) Mothers
what right had you to do it (i.e., interfere in her affair
with Valentine)
.
Mr . Clandon : I don't think I have said anything I have no
right to say, Gloria.*********
Gloria i I cannot believe that anyone has any right even to
ink about things that concern me only ... If a woman
cannot protect herself, no one can protect her. No one
has any right to try: not even her mother.
Here again one can easily distinguish Shaw's voice.
The differences between parous' attitudes towards life
and the influence of such differences on their children is again
taken up in Major Barbara . Here it is the mother who is, in
some sense, old-fashioned. She separates from her husband
because she objects to his being a manufacturer of weapons, &h«t
brings up her children according to high moral principles. Sh*
makes them prejudiced against their father because of his profes-
sion. They feel ashamed to be the children of such en ill-
reputed father. Barbara's moral principles make her join the
Salvation Army in an attempt to relieve the poor and, perhaps,
to prove to the world that she has nothing to do with her
father's "immorality." Stephen, the son, does not tolerate to
hear his father's name. The mother says ©bout her husband
:•'.
that he does not only
^jjlftli of bad Immoral things, but he? also
mr«,<5UW than.
But these moral scruples begin to fade away when Lady
Hritcmart and her "dren are brought face to face with the
~ferences l>etween tholr own high principles and Undershaft's
practicality. Stephen begins to blame his mother for her pre-
vious ettempts to keep feeding him on impractical moral prin-
ciples. After seeing his father's establishment, he is so trans-
ported that he rapturously exclaims:
Oh, magnificent. A perfect triumph of modern industry.
Frankly, my dear father, I have been a fool: I had no
idea what it ftXl meant: of the wonderful forethought,
the power of organisation, the administrative capacity,
the financial genius, the colossal capital it represents.
I have been repeating to myself as I came through your
streets "Peace hath her victories no less renowned than
War."
Major Barbara, too, realizing now the differences between her
mother's impractical morality and her father's practical "immor-
ality," takes her father's side and lives in his model village.
This would enable her to rejoin the Army which she has deserted
because of her previous moral scruples.
Shaw's conception of the ideal relationships between parents
and children is projected in You Never Can Tell , in one of the
few scenes where idees ore presented in action rather than state-
ment. We are shown two young people, Dolly Clandon, "a very
pretty woman in miniature, " who is hardly eighteen years old,
and her twin brother, Philip, the son and daughter of Mrs.
Clandon and her husband, Fergus Crampton. Their mother, as has
been said, has brought them up according to her principles as a
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"new woman." Within the limits of unconventional decency, they
do whatever they like. After a few minutes' acquaintance with a
dentist, Valentine, they invite him to dinner. They liked him,
so why not invite him? They call their father, as well as
other elderly people, by their first names. False conventions do
not prevent them from talking in whatever subject they want and
before whoever might be present. Dolly, quite unconventionally,
asks her mother's lawyer, the impressive, conservative, elderly
Bohun, to dance with her. "Oh, " she exclaims, "now you look quite
a human being. Mayn't I have just one dance with you?" The poor
old man is shocked to see Dolly behaving in such an unconvent-
ional manner, but, as he does not like to be taken as old fash-
ioned, he consents to dance with her.
Crampton, the father, has often expressed his disapproval of
his children's liberal behavior and unconventional dress. So he
is scandalized when he hears Philip asking the waiter to "procure
a couple of dominos and false noses for my father and Mr. .^icComas."
Philip wants his father and Mr. McComas to take part in a masque
which has been going on. Mr Comas immediately expresses his ob-
jection to wearing a domino and a false nose. He does not toler-
ate any kind of frivolity. But Crampton, who has by now realized
that his children's unconventional behavior is in no way harmful,
accepts his son's suggestion. This acceptance shocks McComas in
such a way that he cries: "Crampton: you are not the same man I
took you for." Crampton *s conceptions of the right way of treat-
ing his children have, indeed, undergone a profound change by the
end of Yoij Sever Can Tell.
sa
this way, therefore, should parents deal with their
i, or at least this la what Shaw wants to conve. .
Iship built on mutual understanding and reepect rather than
f built on falso conceptions of duty and obedience is the
ba: OX pz.reat- child relationships. This notion which may
seem nowadays quite commonplace was not so in the 1890 ' s and
the first two decades of the twentieth century wheremost
aw'i important plays were written.
also "believes that it is a false illusion to think
at affection between parents and children is instinctive. It
is habit that creates such a feeling. Parents love their
children only because they are accustomed to seeing them every
day. "If they are separated from each other for a long time, sue'
feeling may fade away and die. In Keartbn..^.. House Lady Utterword
remains abroad for more than twenty years, vfnen she returns after
is long time, her father. Captain CTnotover, and her sister,
Hesione, receive her as if she were quite a stranger. «hen she
expressed her astonishment at such a behavior, her father tells
her that parents' love for their children fades away after a
separation of six years I This, of course, is not to be taken
seriously. It seems that Shaw wants only to attack the kind of
affection that keeps a child tied to his mother's apron-strings,
and attached to his father in such a way as to hamper the growth
of his own personality.
In a similar manner, Shew set forth to expose what he took
to be false illusions about the wife-husband relationships. In
tV.o period thet l^ae alreei
.
n re£«rr«v t %flf1
/, to use Shaw's term.
v
,
rtn, •
"
.•
, Van
<j about her husband's
dealings outside hi* hnw, spend h«r leisure time* ssip
a her -equali * f tSJMttly vie . In fctMM&i sImi was a dV
'
ac
""=• island ** Lng alia*
. <e refused to s herself toe
r Ced as unvonanl/ "ore; "vor
raal. *3 ; an hoard man speak of vjornan as if they
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vara mare wara©---;l .-anvanian^^a, " says Shaif. Thli is exact]/
Latr'l 'optic , I '. Petal's House,. It is
also Morel! 'b coooap r in ^^.^14^ . Bt c King bi
far his la r for * services than "rc w
, ... I l air 3ur-.t/,
% ., and siy a"-: ' ir
:nity. " St does tot isjsj / \ its wife la M tndev
u3ent husian being as he Le% SCn foot she- : re superior
fO, rh^ poet, "* r ':.' .. , ands
Cawdids better ' the chiv&lrous husbsnd, tells hi "she
does not ask Lfor] these silly" thincs. frtjnli 1 1 in his
biography of Shaw says that Morell "hasn't the least inkli
that Candida possesses a soul . » . So little conception, indeed,
has her husbrnd of his wife's mind and heart, that he closes hia
2Q
V7orks, Vol. XXX, p. 251.
ui, self~oaa i./ Philistinism 'that is all it
a* a man to o . & woman .
Xt la ands that Shan ~k3. On
a one hand* ha wants them tc become conscious that cieir wives
33C3C lependent aottla« and on the other hand he wants to
awe M to my as regards their relation-
lp* ...:.-.; t .. .. ice may not be realised unless somebody
taw wants wronged wivas to revolt against taeir
husbands' tyranny and realise that they reall m "souls" of
Ir ::,. j:ise wives wit /entional ideas are
,-aceless, lavf ±ded to a quite appalling
,
' ss its it. io way fit "i:or civilized
t is it that may make them fit for such intercourse
m word it La work . Fro I first play and through-
out
i
laintains that It in economic independence
vivas la particular and womtm la general that "humanises"
m. Ylvla* i.i ,• . -rr^r .. ."r..-. : .-.:lc4 , vould have followed
-imple hat _or . .r lo independence. In
.
-
. rMxied , Lesbia Grantham1 • similar indepc: -a enables
r not to marry at all, marriage being hateful to her. In Yc i
• •
•
.
r -' , Claadoa* an author of several books on
a "woman" question, is enabled to desert her old-fashioned
husband for eighteen years, -fork would help a wife to acquire
21
totad from Purdom, p. 165.
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., Vol. vii, p. xviii.
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experience, end her knowledge of the outside world would enable
her to better her ways of bringing her children up. without auch
experience it is useless to talk "of honor, virtue, purity, and
the wholesome, sweet, clean English hone lives." Again, a wife
who is "entirely preoccupied with affection for her husband . . .
entirely preoccupied with her affection for her children is e
23
nuisance."
Even sexual relationships between a husband and a wife who
is unqualified for work will not be much more decent than a
similar relationship between man and a street woman. "Hike the
sexual relations between men and woman decent and honorable,
"
Shew exhorts his readers, "by making woman economically inde-
pendent of men."
Equality in rights should be established between husband and
wife. If the husband has the right to divorce his wife when she
goes astray, ah& must have an equal right to divorce him if she
suspects his fidelity to her. In Ge^t
,
ii>c Married the bride and
bridegroom refuse to conclude the marriage contract before
stipulating in it that the misdemeanor of any party will have no
consequences on the other party. If Cecil Sykes, the bridegroom,
commits i crime that makes him spend years in prison, Edith, tlie
bride, will have the right to divorce him. She is in no way
willing to tolerate any foolish conventional self-sacrifice.
The marriage contract itself is considered "wicked." Both Cecil
and Edith have read enlightening pamphlets on marriage problems
23
work3 , Vol. jcti, pp. 194-196.
Mshortly before the weddingceremony!
U hie desire to create controversy and to shock his audi-
ence, Shaw goes even one more step forward. He wants the husband
to be "allowed to discard his wife when he gets tired of her, and
the wife the husband when another man strikes her fane/"! This
rather fantastic advanced idea is stated in the preface to
Getting Harried . In the play itself, Reginald adopts Shaw's
point of view. He asks, "Why should we be held together Whether
we like it or not?" In Candida be gives the heroine the right
to choose between husband and lover. In Heartbreak House; Mtm.
Hushabye is in no way indignant at knowing that her husband hrs
been courting El lie. The husband himself shows no jealousy when
he sees his wife making love to Maszlni Dunn. Randall Utterword
has spent a long time flirting with his sister-in-low. Lady
Utterword. In short, every character in the play has someone
to make love to. Whether Shaw really approves of this kind of
liberty in love as shown in this last play is questionable. What
Is clear in the other plays, however, is Shew* a Intention to
shock the "thoughtlessly conventional" people and make them
"reconsider" their marital relations.
Closely connected with husband-wife relationships is the
question of love. Shaw* s attitude towards this question can be
made clear or I we remember his attitude towards all romantic
aspects of life. It is no secret that throughout his life Shaw
wes engaged in relentless attacks on romanticism. Everything that
2HtorYya . V :il, pp. 258? 238.
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was not ntional and not materialistically based disgusted
the dramatist. Tie considered peoples* notion of love as Irra-
tional and therefore roma ttic. I J a couple were to get married
an amorous basis, till result might turn out to *>o complete
ur: less, for In their roraantlo infatuation with DM I lother
they might overlook rstional facts upon which their life our
to be based. Love, therefore, is an irrational passion. What
people call love, Shaw tells us, is no more than a romantic
notion. And if healthy marriages are to be concluded, the real
thing that causes attraction between man and woman should be
explained on e realistic or scientific basis. "It would be far
better for everyone, as well as far honester, " Shaw says scien-
tifically, "if young people were taught that what they call love
is an appetite which, like all other appetites, is destroyed for
25the moment by its gratification." Shaw here is an absolute
rationalist and materialist. Tie reader is to understand th
there is absolutely no difference between man and other creatures
regarding this question.
In the plays this doctrine is illustrated. In You Never Can
Tell , when Valentine tells Gloria about his feelings towards her,
she cries
I hope you are not going to be so foolish—so w It— as
to say love.
And Valentine hastens to repudiate the accusation:
No, no, no, no, no. Not love* we know better than that.
Let's call it chemistry . . . you are attracting me
2r-
orks . Vol. "II, p. 220.
ft
I -r-~istlbly. Chenicc 1
1
W It is doubtful whether flhMf is serious about this
tfMMtOt] —yltMilloo nr not. iThat is "". , however, is "
insistence on e love on scientific naterial basis.
7
- k41dft, tr-vi-ic t "•? the ron*. itie poet. Marc' hs, think J
'entific t , advises him to consider the fact that "when
I am thirty, she will be forty-five. When I am sixty, she will
be seventy-five." Here there is no romantic infatuation where
an old man of sl:cty falls in love with a young woman of twenty
- ui elopes vif: htff to a f#iry "land. Judith, in T-g Devil's
2M sclnlc , falls in love with Dick because she thinks that his
i~ ~ -'/Ion of taking her husband's place has been motivated
by his love to her. Hence her extreme disappointment when Dick,
who has no illusions about love or romance, oxplains to her that
"If I said—to please you—that I did what I did ever so little
for your sake, I lied as men always lie to women ... I had no
motive and no interest."
* 11 Shaw's romantic lovers end unsmccessfully. It is the
rationalistic ones i*ho win the day. Jtetro" ' -hs' romantic passion
towards Candida could not persuade her to desert husband and
ldren and fly away with him. Again, Judith's love of Dick in
The Devi 1 ' s Disciple , aroused by a seemi v ly romantic se!
sacrifice, could not win B^*'* heart. In You Never. Can Tell,
Valentine's rationalistic explanation of love ultimately con-
quers Gloria's resistance. In Men and Superman the romantic
lover, C 04 Robinson, loses the battle over Ann vhitefield
to Doi Jum, nlia3 John Ti nor, w ,- has been transformed in
Shaw's haids into a rationalist and a philosopher. .\s ftllltndar-
ers usually /I i /nunc, women's hearts by sweet romantic promises,
"raco Trnif fold, the ©>::>erliricad /idow of aho it thirty-tv
,
advises p^oole in The ^V 1 i"Tar "Jo/nr naXe a here of a
derer." nrhreal: House , Boss Mangen's pw nl to
I lie is finally rejected because he is over fifty Mil she is
probably loss than tvranty. ins trios hard to dis3ur*de the
haroine of Pygmalion fro i "d. Lag in love with hi^. za's
is rooantldj so it is not illavat to flofurish. One
feels that had not the lovars in Me >?• .-".->ara bee le to over-
come material Mculties, love betvr- .en might not have
ended successfully.
the love that has from the beginning of che worl£ been
*ised as an e OfeUjty paaaiaa does not exist in Shaw's code
;s, What is it then thai ' .r (Ottf men and women to each
er? As usual, the answer is given us by Shaw on the basis of
sc'. and natural history. It is the Life Force that creates
sue' attraction between the sexes. " -, " Doa Juen in
-
' n
fl | rtfriwm says, "Waaan is Nature's contri^an re for per-
petuating its highest achiavement. Sexually, Man is Woman's
itriva.nce fai ire's behest in the most economical
"-y. M Thus, Don Juan, or Tanner, who does not love Ann a
actually flies away from her, succumbs at last to the behest of
the Life Force and marries the heroine. Co do~s Cherteris in
The Philanderer . Cherteris has done his best to flee from Julia,
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but at last the Life Force forces him to admit that he is
attracted to her, and we are to understand that he will marry
her.
Attraction between the sexes, therefore, is purposive? it
is for the perpetuation and advancement of the species. Thus,
"sexual unions eugenically capable of producing promising off-
spring might . . . bring together temperaments that could never
live together beneath one roof. Yet the Life Force will fling
them at each other, physically." In such an explanation there
is no romance. But is it true that real, unchemical , impurposive
love does not really exist? Is it only on such scientific basis
that it is to be conceived of? One often sees a very attractive
young woman married to a very unhandsome man. Should it there-
fore be inferred that such a young woman has been attracted to
such a man by her desire to perpetuate and improve the species
of human beings? This is hardly conceivable. Is it really the
Life Force that makes Shaw's heroines the aggressive party and
the chasers of those to whom they are attracted, or is it some-
thing quite different that makes them do so? Such questions
may better be left to psychologists to answer. What concerns
us here, however, is the fact that what persuades Shaw to make
his "lovers test each other's will rather than each other's
27heart" is probably his desire to make those who worship the
26Edmund Fuller, Geprce Bernard Shaw, Critic of vestern
:ioral OJew York, London, 1950) , p. 43.
27V.s. Pritchett, '1G.B.S. 1356-1950," in Louis Kronenberger '
s
Georae Bernard Shaw
, (New York, 1953), p. 243. (First published
in Time , Movember 13, 1950)
.
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person* of other human beings aware that in doing so they may
overlook the realities of life.
32
REVOLT AGAINST PC I IDEALS AND ROMANCE
Anything that may prevent the public from being realistic
in its outlook to life Shaw calls either false morality, deceptive
idealism, or illusive romance. In the last two sections the
discussion has mainly been confined to social ills and domestic
relationships. This section will deal rith other problems such
as, war, religion and romantic literature as conceived by Shew.
Most literature, before Shaw, praised war and its heroes.
Othello has captivated Desdemona's heart by narrating to her his
romantic adventures in war. Antony's fame has been built on
heroic adventures in love and war. Duncan heaps praise and con-
fers titles on Macbeth because he has achieved many a decisive
victory in the battle field. Henry V is presented as an admir-
able patriot because of his subjection of the French. Almost
all Dryden's fantastic heroes have attained glory by killing as
many people as Almanzor's victims. In the Greek literature war-
heroes have godlike halos about them.
In this respect, Shaw differs profoundly from his predeces-
sors. In some respect he is like Tolstoy. Both writers shed
the light on the atrocities of war rather than on its heroism and
glories. This is as clear in Arms and the Man as it is in EJar
and Peace . Bluntschli, the hero of Arms and the Man is prosaic,
crass, professional soldier. He is realistic and despises rom-
ance and romantic heroes who build their fame on their disregard
for the lives of those whose misfortune places them under their
command. His down-to-earth realism eclipses the shining rays of
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romance t:*at encircle bot - Mr hero, 2ergiua# end
the romantic ideal heroine, Raina. Gradually, but r>ot delib-
erately, Bluntechli begins to shatter the ideal images of
heroism which fill the imagination of Trains trtiom he describes to
Sergius as "ric" , 7, beautiful, with her imagination full of
fairy princes and noble natures and cavalry charges and goodness
knows whntl Ho tells Raina that Sergius is no better than a
I Quixote. Sergius deserves the title because he has fooiisi
stormed a machine gun post which happened, fortunately for his
cavalry at least, to have been out of ammunition. Shortly before
her lover has been described as Don Quixote, Raina ecstaticall
exclaims, "Oh, to think that it wee all true! that Cergius is
:.t as splended and noble as he looks! that the world is really
a Glorious world for women who can see its glory end men who can
act its romance! What happens 1 What unspeakable fulfillment!"
this image of heroism in "nor mind, the following dialogue
takes place between her and Bluntschli:
Bluntschli ; I don't intend to get killed, if I can help
it.
Raina : I suppose not . . . Some soldiers, I know, are
Eraid to die.
"luntschli : All of them, dear lady, all cf them, halleve
ae. It is our duty to live as long as we can.
, indeed, is a very shocking admission to a romantic
lady like Raina. Has any soldier before Bluntschli admitted
his fear cf death unless he is unashamed of being branded ^8
cowardly? But Bluntschli is no cowsrdj he is a realist, aa
realistic, indeed, aa his creator. Ba has for a long time had
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his illusions about the glories of war. Finally experience has
taught him to face reality. And he begins to describe himself
as "a common pi? cr Swiss soldier who hardly knows what a decent
life is after fifteen years of barracks and battles: a vagabond,
a man who has spoiled all his chances in life through an
incurably romantic disposition. " He goes on to admit more un-
romantic soldierly behavior, to the utter dismay of Raina.
Bluntschli : I have no ammunition. What use are cartridges
in battle? I always carry chocolate instead . . .
Raina ; ( outraged in, her most cherished ideals of manhood )
Chocolate! Do you stuff your pockets with sweets—like a
schoolboy—even in the field?
Bluntschli : ( grinning ) Yes: isn't it contemptible?
( Hungrily ) I wish I had some now.
Raina : Allow me (she sails away scornfully to the chest
of drawers , and returns with the box of confectionary in
her hand ) . I am sorry I have eaten them all except these.
( She offers him the box )
.
Obviously her last sentence implies that he is no more courageous
than she is. A little later, she actually calls him "a chocolate
cream soldier." But he knows better. And by the &nd of Arms
and the Man , she is so completely disillusioned that she deserts
her romantic hero and falls in love with this "chocolate cream
soldier, " and marries him.
Sergius, on the other hand, is clearly described by Shaw as
a typical Byronic hero:
... By his brooding on the perpetual failure, not only
of others, but of himself, to live up to his ideals? by
his consequent cynical scorn for humanity? by his jejune
credulity as to the absolute validity of his concepts and
the unworthiness of the world in disregarding them? by
his wincings and mockeries under the sting of the petty
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disillusions which every hour spent among men brings to his
sensitive observation, he has acquired the half tragic, half
ironic air, the mysterious moodiness, the suggestion of a
strange and terrible history that has left nothing but
undying remorse, by which Childe Harold fascinated the
grandmothers of his English contemporaries. It is clear
that here or nowhere is Raina's hero.
Such a romantic hero is no longer fit to live in an age that has
begun to worship rec Hem. And as he cannot now marry the dis-
illusioned Raina, he forces himself to come down to earth and
wurry the girl servant, Louka, who is indeed his natural mate.
The romantic war hero has completely been humiliated, or should
we say, rather, humanized?
Sergius's foolish heroism and Raina's ideal romanticism
are no less ridiculous to Shaw's mind than the old conventions
of Raina's father about cleanliness. When the father. Major
Petkoff , is asked by his wife, Catherine, to wash off the dirt
which has accumulated on his body after a long absence In the
front, he answers with deep conviction that,
I don't believe in going too far with these modern customs.
All this washing can't be good for the healths it is not
natural. There was an Englishman at Philippopolis who
used to wet himself all over with cold water every morning
when he got up. Disgustincl It all comes from the
English: their climate makes them so dirty that they hav*
to be perpetually washing themselves. Look at my father!
he never had a bath in his life; and he lived to be ninety-
eight, the healthiest man in Bulgaria. I don't mind a
good wash once a week to keep up my position; but once a
day is carrying the thing to a ridiculous extreme.
Old conventions, Shaw means to tell us here, have always found
as great arguers and enthusiastic logicians as Petkoff is in
this passage.
When Arms and, the Men was produced, Shaw was accused of
striking a "wanton blow at the cause of liberty in the Balkans"
by presenting such an unsuitable picture of the defenders of
liberty. Such criticism misses Shaw's intention completely.
The onslaught, Shaw tells his critics, is not on the "liberal
revolution, " but on "idealism which is implicit,- and indeed
explicit, in Arms a c the Man." Chivalrous characters such as
Sergius are not to be admired, because "chivalry," says Shaw,
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"is at bottom only romantic suicide." Again, in The Devi 1 '
e
Disciple * Shaw demonstrate that the onslaught is not on the
defenders of liberty. In this latter play, he, indeed, gives
quite an ugly picture of those who refuse to partake in the
efforts made for liberating their country. But the refusal here
has more to do with Shaw's concept of religion than that of
romance.
Again and again Shaw tells us that he had "no belief in
29popular religion," Popular religion, as he conceives of it,
is one of the factors that prevent people from seeing these
things as they really are. Sometimes it leads man to practice
cruelty, believing that he is doing the right religious thing,
and some other times it leads to a kind of submission that Shaw
does not approve of. If man in such cases uses his reason
rather than using religion as an excuse, he will behave in a
different way, a sounder one. In The Devi 1 ' s Disciple Mrs.
2fl
Nine Plays by B. Shaw with Prefaces and Notes , (New York,
1946), pp. 120; 494.
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Dudgeon is seemingly the most pious character, iut e\e la also
the cruelest one. "he does not tolerate ray kind of * t/.
She takes religion as an excuse for hating everyone. She tells
the minister, Anderson, that he has lost his influence over her
"ram the very moment he "married for love." She extremely
maltreats Essie, a sixteen-year-old orphan, " • < reason except
that the poor girl "has been born to unmarried parents. All Mrs.
Dudgeon's relatives maltreat the girl for the same reason. T\e
only one that does not share in their cruelty is Dick, the
devil's disciple. He has put off all that he considers to be
false pretense, has revolted against all the puritanical laws
that govern his society, has indulged in garnbl ing, drinking,
smuggling and all the other vices, has declared himself the
devil's disciple. As such, he is despised by everyone in his
society, ever/one avoids any contacts with him. But the final
iMpression is that Dick is much better than any of those Who
surround him. It is he who encourages his community to revolt
against the British army and defend their town. It is Vie who
tells his relatives that "you haven't damned King George up hill
and down dale as I have; but you've prayed for his defeat." It
is he v/hc challenges those who abhor him on religious grounds to
go with him and "run up the American flag on the devil's house;
and make a fight for freedom." And it is the religious people
who, when hearing this challenge, "scramble out . . . hustling
one another in their haste."
Dick is a devil's disciple. Tut also a practical man. His
3practicality is catching especially for those who are willing
to use their minds. The Rev, Anthony Anderson is one of them.
From the beginning we are told that he has sold his family Bible
to buy a pair of pistols. The seeds of practicality and patri-
otism are there in him from the outset. He interprets religion
on practical grounds. When he sees that Dick is willing to
replace him on the gallows, this practicality reaches its climax.
He decides to joint the national army and at the same time try
to save the devil's disciple. Between him and his pious wife,
Judith, the following dialogue takes places
Judith ; Is it of any use to pray, do you think Tony?
Anderson ; Pray! Can we pray Swindon's rope off Richard's
neck?
Judith ; God may soften Major Swindon's heart.
Anderson s ( Contemptuously ...) Let him, then. I am not
God, I must go to work another way. (Judith gasps at the
blasphemy . . .)
Judith ; Have you forgotten even that you are a minister?
Anderson ; Minister—faughi My hats Where's my hat.
It is this sense of practicality that Shaw obviously admires,
Judith at the beginning of the play is also prejudiced
against Dick on religious and moral grounds. Listen to her
advising Essie not to mention Dick's name any more;
You must never mention the name of Richard Dudgeon—never
even think about him. He is a bad man.
Essie ; What has he done?
Judith ; You must not ask questions about him, Essie. You
are too young to know what it is to be a bad man. But he
is a smuggler? and he lives with the gypsies? and he has
no love for his mother and his family? and wrestles and
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play* <jaraes on Sunday instead of going to Church. Imi
\e into your presence, IT mm rosier
to keep yourself and all womanhood unspotted by
contact with such
It is this same Judith who falls in love with Dick when
she thinks that out of his love for her he has token her hua-
ul's place on the cjellows, and whan she thinks also that her
husband has flown away to cave his own heck. But as Shaw is
writing to attack FUWliiltsj heroes rather then to praise than,
he makes Dick declare to her that what he did was done out of
M special regard either for her or her husband. It is simply
because
i . . when it c*me to the point whether X woul<": take
neck out of the nooeo and put another man's into it, I
could not do it. I don't knew why not? I so* myself
Mi l«t my pains? but I cor, hi not. and canret. I
hive been brought up standing by the law of my own
nsture? and I nay not cjo against it, gallows or no gallows
. . .e for any bi • town,
c* any ether nan's wife . . . Do fsjsj BnAerstaad ree?
"Uck, as it is clear in this speech, is a f virtuous
man, of pity and humanity, * r s become "like all genuine!
religious men, a reprobate and an outcast." Kis "goodness**
has not been attained by adherence to the pretentions of such
characters as his mother, it has rather been acquired by his
revolt against them. This revolt, of course, is meant to be
quite plausible, especially tflMtt we reiasaftber that Dick is sup-
posed to have lived in puritanical Slew Hampshire of 1777, where
the least deviation of anybody from what was considered the
right way, was prone to incur en accusation of witchcraft and
*feun«r. p. 32.
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a con&aquent punishment on the pyre. It Li 10 wonder, there-
fore, to know that this pl^/ in articular has been quite pop-
ular in this country Mf sine© it was writtc
The quejtion of "popular religion" versus practicality is
•are also in Major Dorbara and Saint Joan. The Salvation Arnqf
in the Cornier play can he taken to represent religious sentiment,
u-dershaft's death factory may stand for practicality. Saint
Joan's practicality in the latter play moS incurred wge* r the
sovorost punishment. Those who condemned her to death imagined
in doing so they were reall -/tug the right teaching*
of re:
... 20S Devil* ff flfTltlflffi V&l°X L*$RM% ™<- &P,%Pk
Jqau flint between religious i»antimant and practicality
ends la the late**** oZ the latter virtue. I£ Saint Joan could
not se /e her bod/, her practical spirit was able to liberate her
counti
Tiie main lesson in these plays is that people condesned on
il and religious grounds may turn out to be much better and
much more useful to humanity than their accusers. The most im-
portant thing is that one sh always use his mind, because it
is iaaa*s reason that always leads him to do the fxght thing.
o last topic to be discussed in this section is Shaw's
attitude tOMMTdfl literature and his efforts to disillusion people
as to the validity of romantic drama ia particular.
Romantic drama, as it has already tmmi said, is considered
by Shaw as a means of diverting people from facing their real
problems. The conflict in such a QSBSVi Shaw tells us, is not
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"with real circumstances, but with a set of conventions and as-
sumptions naif of which Jo not exist of 1 the stage. " He adds
that when a writer, who has no opinions to express "declares
that art should not be didactic, all the people who have nothing
to teach and all the people who don't want to learn agree with
him emphatically." Shaw, therefore, considers his "problem"
plays superior to romantic ones, because they contain preaching
and propaganda. Hm writes to Arthur Bingham A'alklay that "If
you don't like my preaching, you must lump it. I really can-
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not help it. Romantic drama is by no means relished by him,
because it simply presents "fictitious morals and fictitious
good conduct, sledding fictitious glory on robbery, starvation,
disease, crime, drink, war, cruelty, cupidity, and all the com-
monplaces of civilization which drive men to the theatre to make
foolisu pretense that such things are progress, science, religion,
patriotism, imperial supremacy, national greatness." To critics
who condemn his plays as pieces of propaganda, he says that the
difference is "between the romantic morality of the critics and
32the natural morality of the plays."
As for writing "for art's sake," he declares, "I would not
face the toil of writing a single sentence." And even when he
writes a seemingly romantic play, he delibeiately turns its hero
inside out as he did with the hero of The Devi 1 ' s Disciple. A
31Nine Plays
, jyp, 19. 515? 4
"Nine
_l£_^- pp. 121, 121/ 119
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nineteenth-century playwright would have depicted Dick's heroic
self-sacrifice as motivated by his love for Judith. Such a
writer would have also ended Pygmalion with a wedding celebra-
tion. He would have also married the twenty-year-old Ellie to
the fifty-five-year-old Mangan in Heartbreak House . Candida
also would have been allowed to be as romantic as Marchbanks.
It is against such unrealistic, romantic treatments in
drama that Shaw revolted. He maintained this attitude through-
out his life. No romantic element is allowed to enter his plays,
What he wanted to show in his plays is that "the conflict of
individuals with law and convention can be dramatized like other
33human conflicts." This, he believed, would free people from
false conventional illusion, and consequently help them to lead
a more realistic, more happy life.
3 3Nine Plays , pp. 513-514; 488.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SHAW'S STYLE
In spite of the fact that Shaw's attacks on conventional
morality are often carried out by means of lively, witty and
humorous dialogues, yet one still feels that such attacks
would probably have been more effective had he chosen to ob-
serve certain dramatic considerations. For the most part, talk
in his plays often substitutes for action. Talk on the stage
is far less effective than action. A problem that is revealed
through action is much more convincing than one stated by mere
talk or discussion. Long speeches and discussions presented on
the stage are in many ways similar to sermonizing. I have often
seen people fall asleep while hearing a sermon. This is because
sermons, however good they may be, are still given as pieces of
advice. A grown up person is usually averse to all kinds of
advice. But he is still willing to be taught if you can show
him aspects of life enacted on the stage rather than stated . It
is action which makes people sometimes get out of a theatre with
their eyes full of tears, or with broad smiles on their faces.
This difference in effect between action and statement shows why
the Church in the middle ages preferred to have some biblical
stories enacted rather than merely narrated. It gradually came
to realize that putting such stories in a kind of action was
much more attractive to the congregation and thus much more ef-
fective and instructive.
Had Shaw followed a similar way in a play like Getting
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Harried * for instance, his ideas on marriage problems would
most certainly have been more effective. Instead of ideas
projected in real action, this play presents us with a group
of people gathered together in one room for the sake of dis-
cussing everything that pertains to this social institution.
Before the wedding day, the bridegroom Cecil and the bride
Edith seem to know nothing about marriage laws. An hour or so
before the wedding ceremony, both receive pamphlets from an
unknown benefactor opening their eyes to the injustices of
current marriage laws. Their eyes have now been opened; they
marry only after they have agreed that the misbehavior of
either of them will not have any consequences on the innocent
party. Lesbia Grantham, a handsome woman in her prime, refuses
to marry anyone, least of all General Bridgerrorth who is in
love with her, because she tells us that marriage will interfere
with her independence. Reginald Bridgen :>rth and his wife Leo,
narrate to us their difficulties. We are told that Leo has
recently fallen in love with another man, and in order to help
her get her divorce, her husband says that he has beaten herl
The complaint here, of course, is against marriage laws. The
Bishop of Chelsea says that he has often tried to persuade the
government to improve the marriage laws, but that he has not
he&n successful because .aone of the prime ministers has been
willing to anger the public and consequently lose their votes.
The lesson here is that politicians sacrifice the public's
interests for their own ends. In short, everything is talk?
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there is no central figure, no suspense, no expectation, no action
whatsoever. The play is not even divided into acts and scenes.
The effect of Getting Married would have been greater if
: thf for instance, had been shown really suffering from the
conse- vs of a crime committed by her husband. Lesbia's
aversion to narriage would have been more convincing had she
been shown suffering from the results of an earlier marriage.
She r:- "helsea's complaint against the politicians' solf-
interestedness would ha\re been -nore calutary had such self-
interestedness been represente action.
This lack of action, though in varying degrees, is indeed
observable in almost all Shaw's plays. £m and Superman , though
there is some action at the beginning and end of the play, the
"die part is as actionlesr as Gettinc Married . In the edition
I read, this middle part. Act III, which takes place in hell,
consists of some seventy pages all of which are full of nothing
but talk between Ana, Don Juan, the Devil, and the Statue. They
talk about marriage, the Life Force, the duel bettveen the sexes
and many other topics. It often takes more than one page for
one of these characters to finish his mcr olerrue. In | rr.
Warren's Profession , again, there is little more than talk be-
tween Mrs. Warren and her daughter, Vivie. The mother tel?.s
her daughter that she has been driven to the etreot, not by
depravity of character, but by pervert*/. She adds that had
she been economically independent, she would have lived a vir-
tuous life. Mrs. Warren's problem would have been more effective
i€
had the audience been in action shown how poverty actually led
some women astray. Anyone of the audience may say that Mrs.
Warren's defense is false, and that if she had really been a
virtuous woman, she would have preferred to stay in her humble
job to allowing temptation to lead her to follow her sister's
example. But the audience would have no such doubts if the
problem had really been revealed in action rather than by the
defense of a sinful.woman.
Even in the famous plays such as Saint Joan . Candida . You
Never Can Tell , Pygmalion , and The Devil's Disciple , the ideas
which the playwright wants to convey are often stated rather
than dramatized. In Saint Joan , though there is enough action
to make it one of Shaw's best action plays, the main lesson is,
partly at least, conveyed in conversations between Joan, King
Charles, Cauchon, the Chaplain, Warwick, Dunois, and others.
When towards the end of the play Saint Joan asis if she will rise
from the dead and come back to live in the twentieth century, she
is made to understand that even the twentieth century still holds
prejudices similar to those of the middle ages. Dunois tells her
that "we are not yet good enough for you." The lesson is that
twentieth-century people are no better than their predecessors of
the fifteenth century. If Saint Joan returns to live in our era,
she may still find those who will burn her or at least maltreat
her in one way or another.
Similarly, the lesson in Candida is produced through con-
versation. Candida is given the right to chose between lover
and husband by means of discussion. Marchbanks asks the husband
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to let his wife ma"ke her choice between the two of them. Morel 1
offers his manly strength and protection, Marchbanks his weakness
aid heart's need. Candida chooses the weaker side. All this
is given with little action. Any theatre manager with son3
romantic tendencies may make the heroine of this play choose the
poet without making his audience feel that Candida has behaved
in a way contrary to her own nature. If she is in love with
mothering Morell, she may well be made to fall in love with
mothering Marchbanks. Such a change in the heroine's role, if
it is at all possible, shows the difference between characters
revealed through action, and others revealed by mere talk.
In You Never Can Tell the main idea is, again, conveyed by
discussion between Gloria and Valentine. When the heroine
expresses her abhorrence of \fhat she takes to be lo/e, Valentine
hastens to explain his feelings towards her on biological
grounds. He decl chat the attraction between them is no more
than a chemical process. In Pyc gallon part at least of the
lesson, or lessons, is produced by conversations between the
flower girl, Riggins, Colonel Pickering, Doolittle and others.
In Arms and the Man the first act is magnificently given in
action. But the rest of the play contains little more than talk.
Bluntschli ridicules romantic war heroism in conversations held
between himself, Sergius, Petkoff, Catherine, and Raina. Petkoff
is shown as a conventional moralist when he talks about the
foolishness of the habit of washing oneself everyday.
The parodoxical fact is that Shaw's most successful plays
are those which contain romantic elements. Transforming a poor,
4o
dirty flower girl, is as romantic as the transformation of the
poor girl into Cinderella. The first act in Arms an .a the Man
is as romantic as the balcony scene in Romeo and Juliet . The
spirit of Tfoe Devil's Disciple is romance. There are soldiers,
clergyman, hero, heroine, deserted orphan, comic man, villain,
sacrifice, trial and execution, with, of course, a happy ending.
That Shaw in this play distorts everything to the disadvantage
of romance does not concern us here. The fact is that all the
above elements are there in the play. Though Saint Joan has its
roots in history, yet it is romantic in the sense that a young
woman is made to lead armies to victory, and consequently
liberate her country from the dominating enemy. Probably one of
the most interesting things in Candida is the introduction of
the romantic poet and his romantic secret.
As we have seen, action in Shaw's plays is often substituted
by talk. This fact, it seems to me, lessens the effectiveness
of his plays. This becomes more serious when one remembers that
Shaw was always after having his plays produce one "moral" lesson
or another.
In Ibsenfe "problem" plays, for instance, we find that action
is uppermost. In his A Doll's House we find the "woman question,
"
so important in the nineteenth-century thought, dramatized in
quite a magnificent manner. Here we don't have a group of
people sitting together for the purpose of discussing the said
problem. What we have is a wife who at the beginning of the play
is quite happy because she is quite unaware of the injustices
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inflicted upon her by father and later by husband. It is in
action that Nora acquires knowledge of her real position. When
we first see her shr is quite happily decorating the Christmas
tree, playing hide-and-seek with her children, is several times
called by her husband as his "doll, " his "little thing," his
"poor child, " and many other names of endearment. Through action
and hints Nora's childish innocence is thus established. The
process of gradual disillusionment and education is realized by
many things. The contrast between her, who knows nothing about
the outside world, and experienced women, is brought home by the
introduction of her woman-of-the-world friend. Another lesson
is provided by the forged bill and later by the doctor's
declaration of love. Her desperate attempts to prevent her
husband from reading the villain's letter produces the climax
of the action in the play. Her decision to commit suicide as
a further act of self-sacrifice for her husband, and the
tarantula dance add yet more action and more suspense. Even the
last brief discussion between her and Helmer comes as a kind of
inevitable consequence to every preceding incident. And when
she finally slams the door and leaves husband and children,
she leaves the audience quite convinced that this is probably the
only alternative left to her. She deserves our pity and sym-
pathy. Her dilemma affects us because it is made clear through
action rather than statements.
In A Doll's House there are still other things which make
the play more effective and more poetic than many of Shaw's plays.
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There is to begin with what may be called suggestiveness. When
Nora first comes home, Ibsen in the stage direction indicates
that the Christmas tree should be placed in the middle of the
stage. As the Christmas tree is a symbol of happiness, it is
therefore important to make it the centre of the audience's
attention. It reflects the happy mood of the heroine. But when
clouds begin to gather, the Christmas tree, stripped of its
decoration, is to be placed in the corner of the stage. In
this state, it again reflects Nora's inner mind. Again there
is the tarantula dance which Nora resorts to towards the end of
the play. Why the tarantula dance in particular and not the
Charleston, for instance, or any other kind of dancing? And
why is it that she begins to practice it after she has decided
to kill herself? The insect's dance, we are told, represents
death, or at least the death of its victims. Hence the impor-
tance of this particular kind of dance in Nora's desperate
situation. This and many other simple, but effective, devices
in Ibsen's play reveal the sensitiveness of the Norwegian poet,
and also show us how careful he is in producing nothing that is
irrelevant to his main purpose.
In his eagerness to deal with as many problems as possible,
Shaw oft en crowds his plays with characters and incidents that
are for the most part irrelevant to his main theme. This often
mars the total effect which the play is supposed to produce,
because instead of concentrating on one problem, the audience's
attention is divided between many issues. In Candida , one of
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uw's most tfrtlffUlly constructed plays, we find at iuaat one
character that has Little, if anything, L.o uo with the wain
thaiae. I- -die main theme in £;. .
,
, |§ is th© confli, t-woan
the poet end couwaansense, or if it is tho "wo-nan question, wliat
li ttMl use then of Burgess in the playi' There aasms to be B
justification tea* hia prasenco except that Shaw wants Lo produce
* vulgar, - -loving, hypocritical middle-class porscn. And
this 1ms noticing to ao with the theme of the play. Or what does
tho MilaM discussion in Men afld Sunarraaa on all aspects of life
/e to do wi tfn the can urn! theme, assuming that there is a
central theme, of th© duel between the saxesV Or what does the
preaano© of the n©voran£ Samuel Gardner add to th& total effect
&£ : ^s» Barron's Profession . .-n't wo get rid of at least half
of the characters in Gefctj* . tarried h/ having their opinions on
marriage expressed by other characters BaWI still feeep the dis-
cussion going on? The *mm thing applies to Tho Joctpr Vs.
.
,i.^.;.-^
. loaXdn't lodh p&cji bt mm ffftotlvi if . u-'-. •.u,c;-
ElMMaJ injiaonts ano characters are done away with?
h Soil ' a lioas^ one can in no way omit anything without
distorting the ita&g play. Mora's friend is mainly there to
produce a sharp contrast between the woman whe, thrcujh mixing
with fcbe outside worioh hs.s acquired experience, I /lodge and
Iflaj aiid Hora who bai oc far acquired none of these virtues.
i coetcr'a presence enhances, beside ether things, the inher-
itance question i: plcy. I can bs ao action, no pi
without the i.ioney-lender. Evar/t' here contributes to £
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total effect which the playwright wants to produce. The epilogue
of .Saint Joan, interesting as it certainly is, in which the
action is transferred from the fifteenth century to the twentieth
for the sake of producing the play's moral, can be omitted with-
out harming the play. Similary, all, or most, of the "hell"
scene in Man and Superman can be omitted or summarised without
feeling that the effectiveness of the play has been lessened.
What seems to lessen the effectiveness of Shaw's plays still
more is the fact that most of the leading characters seem to be
manipulated for the sake of expressing Shaw's own point of view.
One can hardly fail to recognise the dramatist's voice speaking
through characters such as Tanner in Man and Superman , Dick the
iconoclast in The Devi 1 ' s Disciple , Gloria in You Never Can Tell,
Candida in the play given her name, Louis Dubedat in The Doctor '
s
Dilemma, Vivie in Mrs. Tfarren ' s Profession , Andrew Undershaft in
Major Barbara, Bluntschli in Arms &n& the Man , nnc3 sometimes Saint
Joan in her play. What is there in Tanner's real nature to con-
vince us that his rejection of Ann at the beginning is logical?
If he hates her, why does he then marry her at the end? lie
encourages her to revolt against her mother's authority and to go
\/ith him to Europe. When she consents and he feels that she is
in love with him, he alone flies away to the continent. Contrary
to all comnonsense, Ann follows him. Then quite dramatically he
declares that the Life Force has triumphed over him, and marries
the heroine. Do people of real flesh and blood behave as Tanner
and Ann? Or is the play, characters and all, no more than a
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"dramatization" of the Life Force theory? One feels, indeed,
that the characters are subjects to this theory; none of them
behaves according to his or her own nature.
One is also obliged to ask what made Dick, the hero of The
Devi 1 ' s Disciple , not fall in love with Judith? He is gambler,
smuggler, follower of the "gypsies" and completely unscrupulous
about religion or conventions. If such a character is incapable
of falling in love, he could, according to his intrinsic qualities,
at least pretend to do so. But the play, again, is a "drama-
tization" of Shaw's idea that "there is something in the nature
of every man, which, when put to the test, responds to the
34highest demands made upon him." So Dick is made to disinter-
estedly sacrifice himself, and he himself is unable to account
for such a heroic deed. He only repeats the above theory of
Shaw's. Again, cannot any theatre manager motivate Dick's heroic
action by love and at the same time feel safe that his audiences
will not feel that Dick in doing so has behaved out of character?
In The Doctor ' s Dilemma Shaw's purpose, we know, is to give
an ugly picture of doctors. A doctor must, therefore, commit a
capital crime. So, Shaw chooses Dr. Ridgeon to carry out the
task. Contrary to all Shaw's codes, Ridgeon is made to fall in
very strong romantic love from the first moment he sees the
heroine. How could romantic love be ridiculed in one play as
impossible, and in another be made the only motive behind an
ugly crime? If one is to believe that romantic love does not
34Purdom, p. 178.
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really exist, one will therefore be led to think that Widgeon's
crime has no motive at all, And if one is to believe that it
does exist, one will consequently be forced to conclude that
the behaviors of such characters as Tanner, Dick, Valentine and
others are not true to their own nature. The result in both
cases will be that such characters are made of things other than
flesh and blood, they are carriers of ideas or, if you like,
"walking ideas."
Characters can be convincing only when they demonstrate that
their actions have been inevitable. When Saint Joan tears into
pieces the recantation document signed by her a few maaents
earlier, the audience is convinced that such a deed is logical,
in character and quite inevitable. A brave girl like Joan, who
has done all ©he could to liberate her country* will in no way
tolerate the loss of her personal freedom. Immediate death on
the pyre is certainly prefarable for such a character to life
imprisonment. The actions of other Shavian characters do not
strike lis as beinc inevitable. Dick's willingness to replace
Anderson on the gallows doesn't convince us as an inevitable
action; it does not seem to be in character. Sor is Gloria's
rejection and ultimate acceptance of Valentine's proposal in Yo>d
Never Can TaI3,
,
seem to be inevitable. Had Shaw, for instance,
shown that Gloria had had a very disappointing experience in
love, her rejection of Valentine would have been much more con-
vincing. The same thing may also be said of Tanner, Ann and
Lesbia. In fact this question of inevitability is lacking in
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many of Shaw's characters.
In A Doll 's House the forgery, the friend's example, the
doctor's declaration, and above all the husband's presumptuousness,
make Nora's final decision of leaving home and trying to seek
knowledge and experience in the outside world quite inevitable.
Any woman in Nora's circumstances would probably do the same
thing. But not any woman can allow an eighteen-year-old
effeminate lad like Marchbanks in Candida plead his love to her
before her husband. Nor do all women, for the sake of perpetu-
ating the species of human beings, follow men from one country to
another and entreat them to accept their hands, unless, of
course, they intend to show how vigorous the Life Force is.
If the lack of action and suggestiveness, and the not very
convincing delineation of character in Shaw's plays may to a
certain extent mar the playwright's purpose of disillusioning
his audience as to the validity of conventional morality, it
does not necessarily follow that his plays lack in qualities of
entertainment. Witty dialogues, comic characters, funny situ-
ations, lively themes and the like are often quite entertaining
in Shaw's works. No one can help enjoying the fun produced in
such scenes as that of Bluntschli and Raina at the "beginning
of Arms and the Man, or the intelligence and considerateness of
the waiter in You Never Can Tell , or the wit of the greengrocer
in Getting Married , or Ann's eagerness to entangle Tanner in her
web in Man and Superman , or the funny and intricate situation
between Cherteris, Grace and Julia in The Philanderer, or Liza's
5 '5
cockney speech and her passing for duchess at the end of Pygmalion,
or Doolittle's crude .^raikness and final transformation into a
lecturer on social problems. No one can help being excited when
he sees Dick's neck encircled by the noose of the executioner in
The Devi 1 ' s Disciple , or help being terrified when he witnesses
Joan's trial and final horrible burning, or help pitying Mrs.
Warren and admiring her daughter Vivie in Mrs . Warren ' s Profes-
sion . In short, inspite of what may be taken as artistic faults
in Shaw's plays, many of these plays can still be very amusing,
very entertaining, but perhaps not very instructing.
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CONCLUSIC
As we have seen, Shaw poses throughout his plays and their
famous prefaces as socialist, realist, humanitarian, rationalist,
materialist, "immoral," philosopher, and comic writer. As
socialist he wanted to break down the barriers between classes
and make it possible for a "chauffeur to marry the duchess, the
daughter of a dustman to marry the professor of phonetics,"
As a realist he vehemently attacked romantic drama as a harmful
means of diverting people from their real problems. As a humani-
tarian, he pitied the oppressed and encouraged him to revolt
against his oppressor. As a rationalist, he put man's reason
above all other considerations, believing that reason alone
could lead him to better life. As materialist and ardent
believer in natural history, he tried to explain such things as
the relationships between the sexes on material and natural
history basis. As an "immoral" playwright, he opposed current
morals and manners and challenged beliefs he wished to trans-
form. As a philosopher, he tried through the Life Force theory to
make people believe that if they would just follow their own
nature, which is after all a part of Nature, and rid themselves
of "unnatural" inherited conventions, they would evolve into
better men. Supermen. And finally as a comic writer, the
majority of his plays fall into the categories of comedy, f-rce
and sometimes melodrama.
35Henderson, p. 616.
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Shaw's keen wit and ability to create engaging comic char-
acters, his lively dialogues and lovely sense of humor, his
sincerity and enthusiasm in projecting his ideas, his love of
his fellow human beings and his sincere efforts to better their
life, and above all, the lack in his plays of satire and
sarcasm—all these qualities make his plays quite enjoyable and
entertaining.
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MA O1R0N0L0GICAL OUTLINE OP SHAW'S LIFE AND FLAYS
(plays are dated by the year Shaw finished writing them.)
1856 Born July 26, in Dublin.
1876 Moves to London,
1892 Writes first play, vadowers' Houses.
1893 ;&£ r^&ajftflerfir; £JrjB. Vfirrcn'q ^roffesu,ta:-t .
MM i£m £D& £h& i&v $m&%$*k-
s Si© n§a s£ &M&&Y.; Xsa Ilsvsa: c*ji fj»U.
1896 Sia 3^KVAA*,y BeJBele^
io9B iSafifiac sag <?lflwntr*»
l^9^ Captain Brassbound's Conversion .
1901 Si£ MMbaMa mflttUJe*
1903 Maun and Superman .
1904 Jolffi j»Ull flBafJC IHMil H2H Ma M3& £2 &S£ liMka^-
1^05 %jor Sar&ara.? BMMJflfr Py^so^ aM B^KJJttJMMa^
!••• Sis ppfffrar's J2iiSE53a.
1908 qatjUng ^rrje^.
1909 PESfia B^gfcf SiiS BMMEPq-MP. &£ P.^frTfi9 iJ2SSESt? 21&
FfrMtotU'W F*m4teg? 3&s Jttl &£ mute*
1910 ffisj^ajvyft? 32ifi a«gK hS&Z OL XM &<*$&&•
i9ii fomxiM jtm KUac«
1912 Ancfro^ejg a&& £&& L^oja? O^arxuJ^? J^EESlisa*
1914 SiS 'IVMSlrS £tf£fi.
1915 ft!]
Gl
1916 aasafifcaa Esam. UiJt JSii? Zm Iqsa sL saauadrnt
1917 JYvvilintfM' lbs latMdl
1921 Back to Hathuaelah .
*923 Saint Joan .
1929 ^>* Appla Cart .
1931 £o£ Tcaa to bq qoofl.
1934 32ia Bati^l &£ j&g qwrcxretaifl lilt!*
1936 Tha Millionaire.
1930 Geneva .
1939 la £&o£ KtM GharJMw'f Opl<fon pgyq.
1947 fcttl MJttkM*
1949 gMMff b—i Bag.
1950 tfttf S^s iBflj jflfc.
1950 Shaw dies, IJovembor 13, at 94.
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Each one of Shaw's plays represents a link in a long chain
of attacks launched for the purpose of exposing the falsity and
harmfulness of conventional morality. In some of his plays,
Shaw demonstrates that poverty is behind every social evil.
It is poverty and not natural depravity that leads women astray
and drives men to be thieves and dishonest. In others he attacks
the respectability of the complacent middle class, showing that
there is nothing about this class to be proud of, since its
members build their respectability on the miseries of the poor.
Doctors who have always been held in high esteem are exposed by
Shaw as men who care more for their own interests than for their
patients' lives.
In family relationships, the dramatist shows that conven-
tional ways of child-upbringing are futile and harmful. Children
should be treated as if they were grown-up independent indi-
viduals. The traditional idea that home is the most healthy
sphere for women is despised by the playwright, because without
knowing the outside world and being economically independent,
women can never be good mothers and worthy wives.
Shaw considers love as mere romantic passion that prevents
people from coming face to face with the realities of life. What
causes attraction between the sexes is only the Life Force whose
purpose is the perpetuation and improvement of the human species.
War heroism is seen by Shaw as nothing more than romantic
foolishness. In praising such a kind of heroism, writers often
overlook the miseries it brings on ordinary soldiers. As for
"popular" religion, Shaw says that he has no belief in it.
People often take religion as an excuse to practice cruelty.
It also prevents pious people from being practical. Shaw con-
siders romantic drama as one of the harmful factors that hypno-
tize people and make them live in an imaginary world.
The way in which Shaw projects his disillusioning ideas
depends for the most part on discussion rather than on drama-
tization. One also feels that there is at least one character
in each play that adopts Shaw's points of view. This can be
realized after a comparison between each play and its preface.
But in spite of the fact that the effectiveness of Shaw's plays
is often lessened by a lack in action and a somewhat faulty
delineation of character, many of them are still quite enjoyable
and entertaining. This is made possible by the fact that they
often contain keen wit, lively dialogues, engaging comic
characters, funny situations, and intelligent ideas.

